“ A productivity improvement tool for automated web data extraction”

Yunoworld Technologies is a technology company focused on solving customer challenges in web
data extraction. We strongly believe in empowering customers to get relevant data whenever they
want ,in the format they want.

ABOUT US
“ A productivity improvement tool for automated web data extraction”
Online Research has become a fundamental necessity across industries. The purpose is to understand the industry trends, track competitor activities, and forecast areas of
future growth.

Companies spend considerable time extracting data from the web and analyzing the web data. Manual online research is a laborious activity taking up employees’
bandwidth and is prone to human errors.
To solve this pain point, an automation tool for conducting online research is required.
YUNO, the flagship product of Yunoworld Technologies, is a cloud based web extraction tool which provides customized web data extraction.

Product Screenshots
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
Data from multiple sources and in multiple formats are filtered and structured in a
user defined customized structured format
Automated Web data extraction from multiple websites
Customer can choose to extract selected web data from multiple websites in a customized manner on a scheduled basis. The extracted web data can
be delivered in multiple formats (CSV, XML formats) to the e-mail inbox/ FTP transfer based on the needs of the customer.
Cloud based software solution
The entire software product is based out of a cloud based platform. The customer has zero IT maintenance /infrastructure costs since there is no
large scale software installation done on the client end. The user interface is via google chrome browser extension and a login provided by
YunoCorp.

Cost Effective Pricing
With the Software as a Service (SaaS) model, the user pays only as much as is used. No additional hidden costs and a customized pricing plan to
suit customer budget and needs. The subscription model starts from as low as single monthly charge.

Templetization
Customer can choose to extract selected web data in a specific manner which is suited to him/her. The templetization feature allows customer to
choose specific fields on the webpage and extract the relevant data and store in a customizable template
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CONTACT US

Website: www.yunoworldtech.com
Phone:
09980702713
Email:
info@yunoworldtech.com
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